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PRESIDENT’S CORNER
Dear friends,
Welcome to this brand-new year of 2018!
There is something beautiful and powerful about the
beginning of a new year, with 365 blank pages of life
available, waiting to be filled with good content!
Of...

THE LIFE AND LEGACY OF MARTIN LUTHER
KING, JR.
Editor’s note: Vice President Pierre-Louis gave this speech
in 2015 at the Martin Luther Towers in New York City, and it
is being shared here again in honor of the recent MLK, Jr.
day.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. did not put...

IN MEMORY OF NOMNANDI (NANDI) BENGU
On December 18, 2017, we said our final goodbyes to a beloved sister, colleague,
coworker, and friend, Nandi Bengu, who was suddenly taken away from us after a
long and very painful battle with her physical body.
On behalf of WFWP...

NEW YEAR, NEW BEGINNINGS:
CONSTRUCTION UNDERWAY AT LUNIS
KINDERWORLD

A new year often signals time for fresh starts and new
beginnings. One place that is certainly looking forward
to new beginnings in 2018 is Lunis Kinderworld, located
in rural Nepal. Last year, WFWP members, supporters,
and many generous...

FREE WFWP GYM BAG GIVEAWAY!
Welcome to 2018! For those in need of a little motivation to reach your New Year’s
health and fitness goals, we are giving away this beautiful, purple gym bag! Here is
to a year of health, wellness, and putting those goals into...

THE REBIRTH OF MY FEMININE HEART
Author’s note: we at WFWP are hoping to incorporate a
series of articles about relationships, and I hope you
enjoy my debut relationship article! I look forward to
sharing more about what I learn on this transformative
and uplifting...

INVITE YOUR NETWORK TO "BECOME A
FRIEND" OF WFWP
Do you know people that are eager to be involved with a
new project and who are passionate about women and
peace? Encourage them to “Become a Friend” of
WFWP by watching the video below, and then signing
up on the website! By...

UPCOMING WFWP EVENTS: GLOBAL AND
LOCAL
Where When What Contact for More Information Los
Angeles January 21, 2018 Dr. Cherilyn Lee and her
holistic colleagues will share about the cutting edge
technology available to access your emotions and
health through your...

THE HEART OF THE MOTHER CHANGING

LIVES: WFWP PATERSON NJ’S LIVING FOR
THE SAKE OF OTHERS AWARDS
CEREMONY
Editor’s note: this article was previously published in the
second December issue of Logic of Love, but the photos
were either missing or in the wrong order. We apologize
for the error.
If one was looking for some joyous holiday...

